Development of New T-Bar Production Technology by Tandem Universal Rolling
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Application of T-bars in shipbuilding has increased recently. Slim T-bars having a web height of at least twice the flange width are generally required in ships. Because the dimensions of existing hot-rolled T-bars are unsuitable, T-bars fabricated by welding two plates are currently used in shipbuilding. To manufacture slim T-bars by hot rolling, we devised a new T-bar rolling process using two universal mills and an edging mill. The two universal mills have different roll shapes. The horizontal roll width of the first mill is wider than the web height of the T-bar, whereas that of the second mill is narrower than the web height in order to reduce the web height with a vertical roll. Multi-pass rolling experiments with pure lead were performed using the new process, and a T-bar having an excellent cross section was obtained. Finite element analyses of universal rolling were also carried out to investigate the rolling deformation behavior in this process in detail. Following these investigations, a T-bar hot rolling test was carried out at an actual structural steel mill. As a result, steel T-bars with an excellent cross section were successfully produced, and the capability of the new T-bar rolling technology was clearly demonstrated.
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1. Introduction

Several section steel products are used for ships in order to increase the hull stiffness. For example, unequal-leg angles, unequal-leg angles with different leg thicknesses and bulb-plates are used in shipbuilding, and these sections are manufactured by hot rolling. To achieve higher hull stiffness, sections having a height of at least twice the width are generally required for ships, and a wide variation of heights, widths and thicknesses are required for reduction of ship structural weight1). Application of T-bars in shipbuilding has increased recently2). However, hot rolling of T-bars for ships has not been realized, as it is difficult to produce sections suitable for ships by conventional T-bar rolling methods such as groove rolling3) and three-roll rolling4,5). As a result, T-bars for ships are typically fabricated by welding two plates.

The authors have carried out research on new T-bar rolling technologies employing universal mills. Universal rolling technology is widely applied to the manufacture of H-beams, and universal rolling facilities have been introduced at many structural steel mills. Moreover, because the roll gaps of the horizontal and vertical rolls can be set individually in a universal mill, it is possible to produce products with several different thicknesses with the same rolls. This T-bar rolling technology was first proposed in a Japanese patent6), but was not examined as a practical process for many years, probably due to the large asymmetry of the rolled section geometry, which was expected to cause large side camber in rolling.

However, it was reported that slim T-bars could be rolled by determining the appropriate thickness reductions of the web and flange for side camber control. In addition, the influence of rolling conditions on deformation behavior, including flange spread, was presented7). An extended T-bar rolling technology with a universal mill and an edger mill was investigated by numerical simulation and laboratory rolling experiments, and the possibility of manufacturing T-bar products with suitable cross sections for ships with normal universal rolling facilities for H-beam production was demonstrated8). Although that work revealed the problem of larger web height around the top and tail ends of the rolled T-bars in comparison with other parts, this problem was solved by introducing additional vertical rolls in the edger mill. A laboratory model rolling experiment with the new edger roll arrangement was carried out and a pure lead T-bar having a constant web height over its entire length was obtained9).

Based on these previous studies, in the present research, we investigated a practical T-bar rolling technology by universal rolling. An actual structural steel mill with two universal mills and a normal edger mill was selected for the mill layout in this research, and a new high productivity tandem universal rolling method was invented by applying this mill layout. A series of laboratory model rolling experiments was carried out to examine the potential of this rolling method. In addition, rolling deformation in universal rolling with a new roll arrangement was investigated by finite element analysis (FEA), and mill trials were carried out at an actual structural steel mill to verify the possibility of T-bar production with the tandem universal rolling technology.

2. Outline of T-bar Tandem Universal Rolling

Past research demonstrated the possibility of T-bar universal rolling with the mill layout shown in Fig. 1. In the intermediate rolling step, a universal mill (UR) reduces the thicknesses of the web and flange, and an edger mill (E) with vertical rolls reduces the tips of the web and flange. Because the configuration of the edger mill with additional vertical rolls is similar to a universal mill, two universal mills are
needed in this method as an intermediate rolling facility.

Figure 2 shows another mill layout which actually exists and was selected for this research. Two 2Hi rolling mills (BD, R1) are used to form the initial steel material to an adequate section shape for the target products. In H-beam production, the cross sections of the reheated materials are formed by groove rolling to a thick H shape. The intermediate rolling facility, R2, consists of two universal mills (U1, U2) and a normal edger mill (E) between the universal mills. Reverse rolling is performed with these three rolling mills. Finally, a finishing universal mill (UF) is used for 1 pass rolling to form the T-bar to the product section shape.

In order to produce T-bars by using the intermediate rolling facility in Fig. 2, the new tandem universal rolling method in Fig. 3 was invented. The roll arrangements of U1 and E are the same as the initial ones reported in the previous research8), and U1 reduces the thickness while E controls the flange width. Another universal mill (U2) was newly introduced in the intermediate facility. Its horizontal roll width is smaller than the web height of the rolled T-bar, and the web thickness, except around the web tip, is reduced by the horizontal rolls. One vertical roll of U2 reduces the flange thickness, and the other vertical roll reduces the web height through contact with the web tip. Because the U2 mill reduces the web and flange thicknesses while controlling the web height, it is possible to reduce the pass numbers in reverse intermediate rolling.

On the other hand, because the web thickness around the web tip is not reduced in U2, this is expected to cause a thickness difference in the web. Although this was considered to be a drawback of this roll arrangement, it was also expected to be possible to eliminate this thickness difference in the following passes in U1 or UF and obtain a uniform web thickness in the final T-bar products.

First, a series of model rolling experiments was carried out in order to examine the change of the web thickness in the section and the uniformity of the web height along the length after tandem universal rolling.

3. Laboratory Experiments

3.1 Experimental apparatus

A constant reduced-scale of one-fifth was assumed in the experiments. Two laboratory universal mills and a laboratory 2Hi mill were prepared, and the rolls shown in Fig. 4 were used in the experiment. The diameters of the horizontal and vertical rolls in the universal mills were 180 and 140 mm, respectively. The side surfaces of the horizontal rolls and the outer surfaces of the vertical rolls have an inclination of 6°. The edger rolls have a groove for flange width reduction corresponding to the cross section of the rolled T-bar. The maximum diameter of the edger rolls was 180 mm, and the same inclination of 6° was also applied to the groove part. A pair of upper and lower guides for the web and flange inside surfaces was introduced with vertical side guides at the entry and exit sides of the universal and edger rolls8).

3.2 Experimental conditions

Pure lead (99.99%) was used as the model material of the experiment. Pure lead has deformation behavior similar to that of hot carbon steel at elevated temperatures9). The actual product size of the web height of 300 mm and flange width of 125 mm (T300 × 125) was selected for the experiment. The names and symbols of the dimensions in the T-bar cross section are shown in Fig. 5. Intermediate rolling with the
universal mills and an edger mill was examined in the experiment.

The cross sections of the initial stock and the target after intermediate rolling are shown in Fig. 6. Because of the short web height of the prepared initial stock, the target web height after rolling was set to 55 mm, which was smaller than one-fifth of assumed product web height.

Table 1 shows the draft schedule of the rolling experiment. The order of the rolling mills was determined to simulate a 5 pass series of tandem reverse rolling. Therefore, the order of the two universal mills was opposite in the odd and even pass numbers. The target thicknesses in the universal rolling passes were determined so as to keep constant thickness reductions. The web thickness reduction was 15% and the flange thickness reduction was 18%, with the exception of the 5th pass at U2, where the thickness reduction was set to 1%. In the universal rolling passes after edger rolling, the flange thickness was adjusted in consideration of the flange thickness increase in the former edger rolling. The position of the U2 vertical roll for web height reduction was determined based on the measured web height before the pass so as to obtain the appropriate reduction of web height. The roll gap of edger rolling was set to be 0.2 mm larger than the web thickness to prevent web thickness reduction in edger rolling.

3.3 Results of experiment

Cross sections of the pure lead T-bars obtained in the rolling experiment are shown in Fig. 7. Although there is an obvious thickness difference in the web in the cross section after the 1st pass, the cross section after the 2nd pass after rolling with U1 has a uniform web thickness. In addition, no surface defects were observed around the position of the thickness difference. The thickness difference of the web was small after the 3rd pass, and the rolling experiment was completed without problems.

The web tip was rolled from the 1st pass, and the cross section of the web tip was formed to an almost square shape after the 5th pass. The flange width reduction in edger rolling also satisfied the target dimension in each pass.

Flange side camber in universal rolling occurred in the beginning of the rolling process, and web side camber occurred in edger rolling. These side cambers were restricted by the guides and did not disturb the rolling operation in the following pass.

Figure 8 shows the dimensions of the final cross section as measured with a micrometer and caliper. The dimensions in the cross section substantially satisfied the target values.

The appearance of the top end of the rolled pure lead T-bar is shown in Fig. 9. This photograph was taken from

![Fig. 6 Sections of initial stock and target after intermediate rolling.](image1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pass No.</th>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Web thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Flange thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Flange width (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>U1</td>
<td>7.20</td>
<td>14.40</td>
<td>29.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>U2</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>U1</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>U2</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>5.74</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>U1</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>24.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U2</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 7 Cross sections of rolled workpiece after each pass.](image2)
the front of the web surface. The flange is located upward, while the web tip is located downward. The web tip was straight, and a constant web height was achieved over the whole length.

The results of this experiment demonstrated that T-bars with a constant web height and the target cross section can be produced by the tandem universal rolling method. In order to investigate the rolling deformation in U2 in detail, a series of 3D FEA was performed.

4. Finite Element Analysis of Universal Rolling

4.1 Finite Element Model

In order to investigate the difference of rolling deformation without and with web height reduction (U1 and U2), FE analyses of universal rolling with these two roll arrangements were performed. For the case with web height reduction, several web height reductions were simulated in order to study the influence on rolling deformation. A series of elasto-plastic analyses was carried out with Abaqus Explicit ver.6.12, and a non-steady-state simulation was performed starting with the entry of the top end of the T-bar into the roll gap. Because of the symmetric cross section of the T-bar, a half model was constructed. The initial cross section of the T-bar for the FEA is shown in Fig. 10. The initial length of the T-bar was 1500 mm, and solid brick reduced integration elements (C3D8R) were used for the T-bar. The element number was 485 in the cross section and 375 in the length. The total number of the elements in the half T-bar was approximately 180,000.

The roll geometries and dimensions are shown in Fig. 11. Guides supporting the flange inside and web surfaces, as shown by the dash lines in Fig. 11, were placed at the entry side of the rolls. A flat vertical guide was also set at the outer side of the flange to restrict the flange side camber of the rolled T-bar at the entry and exit of the rolls. The rolls and the guides were assumed to be analytical rigid surfaces. The horizontal rolls were driven at 40 rpm, and the vertical rolls were defined as undriven and freely rotating parts. The guides were fixed at their initial positions.

4.2 Numerical Conditions

A list of the numerical conditions of the FEA is given in Table 2. A fundamental universal rolling condition, a web thickness reduction of 15% and flange thickness reduction of 18%, was set by adjusting the positions of each roll. A Coulomb friction model was applied between the workpiece and the rolls, and the friction coefficient was 0.4. The friction coefficient between the workpiece and guides was set to zero.

A flow stress curve for hot carbon steel proposed by Misaka and Yoshimoto\textsuperscript{10}) was used for the workpiece. In the FEA, a uniform temperature of 1000°C was assumed in the workpiece, and the carbon content was set to 0.15%. From the temperature and carbon content, the flow stress of the workpiece is expressed by the following eq. (1).

$$k_f = 113.2 \cdot \varepsilon^{0.21} \cdot \dot{\varepsilon}^{0.13}$$

Where, $k_f$ is flow stress (N/mm$^2$), $\varepsilon$ is plastic strain and $\dot{\varepsilon}$ is the plastic strain rate. The flow stress data for the analysis were prepared based on eq. (1). The Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio of the workpiece were 100,000 N/mm$^2$ and 0.3, respectively. A mass scaling factor of 100 was used in the dynamic explicit analysis.

A simulation of U1 was executed under these numerical conditions, and the same numerical conditions were also applied in the U2 rolling simulation. In addition, the base position of the web tip side vertical roll where the vertical roll had no contact with the web tip was firstly defined, and the
first U2 rolling simulation was executed. The vertical roll position was then changed toward the horizontal rolls by 5, 10 and 15 mm, and U2 rolling simulations with web height reduction were executed at each of these vertical roll positions. In total, four different simulations were executed for the U2 rolling investigation.

4.3 Results of FEA

An example of the rolling deformation in a FEA is shown in Fig. 12. There was a vertical guide at the outside of the flange (not shown in Fig. 12), and that guide restricted the flange side camber in the analyses. All universal rolling simulations were completed without problems over the entire length of the T-bar.

The cross sections at the center of the workpiece length obtained by the FEA were compared in order to investigate the influence of the roll geometry and web height reduction on rolling deformation. The cross sections after U1 rolling and U2 rolling without web height reduction (base position of the vertical roll) are shown in Fig. 13. Here, it can be observed that the web height of the workpiece rolled in U2 is smaller than that of the workpiece rolled in U1. The web tip thickness after U2 rolling was 18.32 mm which is thicker than the web part rolled with horizontal rolls, but this became thinner than the initial web thickness of 20 mm. It was supposed that the web tip without thickness reduction was elongated together with the elongation of the T-bar by rolling, and this web tip elongation caused the decrease of web height and web tip thickness. In addition, the position of the flange top was slightly downward, and the flange width after U2 rolling became smaller than that after U1 rolling by 0.38 mm.

Four cross sections after U2 rolling with the vertical roll positions of base (no reduction), 5, 10 and 15 mm are compared in Fig. 14. The web tip thickness increased with larger web height reduction. However, as the border between the rolled and free surfaces was not steep, occurrence of harmful surface defects in the following uniform web thickness rolling in U1 was considered minimal. The flange width decreased with the increase of web height reduction. The differences of the web height under the condition of no web height reduction and the other conditions were defined as the web height reduction, and the influence of the web height reduction on the web tip thickness and flange width were investigated.

The relationship between the web tip reduction and web tip thickness is shown in Fig. 15. The inclination of the graph becomes steeper with larger web height reduction. Because a larger web tip thickness increases the risk of surface defects in U1 rolling, the minimum web tip reduction necessary to obtain a flat web tip and constant web height over the entire length is considered to be an appropriate U2 rolling condition.

The relationship between the web height reduction and flange width after rolling is shown in Fig. 16. The flange width after U2 rolling decreased linearly against the web height reduction.
height reduction. Due to the web height reduction, the deformation in the length direction around the web tip increased, and the web elongation became larger. In turn, the larger web elongation increased flange elongation, and flange spread decreased. If the decrease of flange width becomes excessive, an insufficient product flange width is possible. Therefore, it was also concluded that an excessively large web height reduction should be avoided in the U2 rolling.

5. Mill Trial of T-bar Tandem Universal Rolling

5.1 Mill trial facilities and rolling conditions

Based on the laboratory experiment with the new tandem universal rolling method, in which a pure lead T-bar was successfully manufactured, mill trials were conducted at an actual structural steel mill. A series of T-bar rolling tests with T300 × 125 was arranged at the Large Shape Mill at West Japan Works (Fukuyama) of JFE Steel Corporation. The layout of the shape mill and the schematic of the applied rolling method are shown in Fig. 17. The 2Hi rolling mills, BD and R1, have several grooves and form a thick T-bar similar to the stock shape in Fig. 6. Although the roll shapes of intermediate and finishing rolling were similar to those in the laboratory experiment, as shown in Fig. 4, slight modifications were introduced for better rolling operation. For example, the web tip side vertical rolls were changed to a cylindrical type, and the side surface of the horizontal rolls facing the cylindrical vertical rolls was modified to a vertical angle. These alterations of the roll shape were made to enable easier setting of the original position of the rolls.

As in the laboratory experiment, the pass number of intermediate reverse rolling was five. The draft schedule of the mill trial was basically prepared based on the experiment, but larger thickness reduction was given in the earlier universal rolling passes in consideration of the rolling temperature. Following the output of the experiment and FEA, the web height reduction in U2 was set to be as small as possible in the range for preventing web height expansion around the top and tail ends. However, as the optimum web height reduction is influenced by the web height spread in universal rolling, the position of the web tip side vertical roll was adjusted based on the cross sectional dimensions of the rolled T-bar.

Because the intermediate rolling process was tandem rolling with three stands, buckling of the rolled T-bar and resulting rolling problems due to the compressive force between the stands were considered possible. In order to avoid these problems, the horizontal roll rotation speeds of the mills were determined so as to cause tensile force between all stands.

The number of finishing universal rolling passes was one, and straightening of the flange inclination was carried out in this pass, as well as slight thickness reductions to obtain uniform thicknesses in the web and flange.

5.2 Results of mill trial

First, the target product thicknesses of the web and flange were set to 10 and 19 mm, respectively. Although several problems occurred at the beginning, T-bar products with the target cross section were manufactured successfully. At the same time, side camber of the T-bar in rolling operation was restricted within an adequate range by application of the guides and selection of appropriate rolling conditions. An example of UF rolling observed from the exit side is shown in Fig. 18. The rolled T-bar was straight from the top end. Because the web was thinner than the flange, the web temperature was lower than the flange temperature after finishing rolling, and this temperature difference caused flange side camber after cooling to room temperature. Straightening of the T-bar was carried out at room temperature to eliminate this side camber.

The appearance of a T-bar product is shown in Fig. 19. T-bar products with good cross-sectional uniformity over the entire length were obtained in the mill trial.

A cross section of a T-bar is shown in Fig. 20. The dimensions in the cross section, including the thicknesses, satisfied the tolerances provided in the applicable Japanese Industrial Standard, and the web tip was flat and square as a result of rolling with the web tip side vertical roll in U2.

![Fig. 17](image-url) Mill layout and roll shape used in T-bar tandem universal rolling test.

![Fig. 18](image-url) UF rolling of T-bar.
A feature of universal rolling is the individual setting of the horizontal and vertical rolls, which enables production of products with different thicknesses with the same pair of rolls. Therefore, in this mill trial, the common use of rolls to produce T-bars with different thicknesses was examined. The web thickness of the stock before intermediate rolling was controlled by changing the roll gaps of the BD and R1 mills, and tandem and finishing universal rolling were performed with appropriate draft schedules for each product. As a result, several T-bar products with the different thicknesses shown in Table 3 were manufactured with the same pair of rolls, successfully confirming the merit of common use of rolls by universal rolling. The variation of $t_f/t_w$ shown in Table 3 corresponds to the possible roll gap range of the BD and R1 grooved rolls. If the roll design of these rolling mills is improved for larger roll gap control, it is expected to be possible to expand the $t_f/t_w$ range of products.

The results of the mill trial demonstrated that the new tandem universal rolling method can manufacture T-bars suitable for ships with high productivity. Considering the high efficiency of this process and the variety of product thicknesses, this new tandem rolling technology is expected to make a great contribution to T-bar production for ships.

### 6. Conclusion

A new T-bar tandem rolling technology which uses two universal mills and an edger mill was invented, and its feasibility and rolling deformation behavior were evaluated by laboratory rolling experiments and FEA. In order to validate the T-bar rolling technology, mill trials were also carried out at an actual structural steel mill. The following conclusions were obtained as a result of this study:

1. Although the new universal rolling method with no web thickness reduction around the web tip caused a thickness difference in the web, the thickness difference could be eliminated without surface defects in the following pass by using other universal mill, in which the whole web received thickness reduction.
2. The web height reduction with the new universal mill formed a flat web tip, and the web height became uniform along the whole length of the T-bar.
3. When the web tip did not receive thickness reduction, the web height after rolling became smaller than that with whole web thickness reduction.
4. As the web height reduction with the vertical roll increased, the web tip thickness increased while the flange width decreased.
5. In mill trials at an actual structural steel mill, the feasibility of the new tandem universal rolling technology was clearly demonstrated by the successful production of T-bars with the target dimensions.
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